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Abstract The image and video processing based on
geometric principles usually changes the rectangular shape
of video frames to be irregular. This paper presents
a warping based approach for rectangling the irregular
frame boundaries in space and time. To reduce geometric
distortion in the rectangling process, we employ content-
preserving deformations of mesh grid as well as line
structures as constraints in warping the frames. To conform
to the original inter-frame motion, we keep feature trajectory
distribution as constraints in motion compensation to ensure
the stabilization after warping the frames. Such spatial and
temporal optimization of warpings enables the output of
regular rectangular boundaries of the video frames with less
geometric distortion and motion shakiness. The experiments
demonstrate that our approach can generate plausible video
rectangling results in a variety of applications.

Keywords rectangling, warping, content-preserving.

1 Introduction

In recent years, geometry techniques have been widely
used in image and video processing, such as image resizing
or retargetting [30], perspective editing [7, 31], video
stabilization [19], panoramic stitching [18, 21, 36–38], etc.
Unlike traditional image and video processing based on
pixel operation, geometry-driven methods typically adopt
mesh grid structure in the image plane and manipulate the
grid points to drive the processing of the enclosed patches,
which usually enables more flexible and coherent processing
on the image and video content [12]. Generally, these
methods achieve the desired balance between efficiency and
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effectiveness, but they usually have to warp the boundary
shape of images or video frames when directly operating
grid points, i.e., changing the rectangular shape to be
the one with irregular boundaries. Figure 1 shows two
examples that have irregular boundaries generated in the
processing of fish-eye video correction and panoramic video
stitching. Because most display screens have rectangular
resolutions, it is necessary to rectify the images and videos
with irregular boundaries back to rectangular boundaries
for normal displaying on the common screens. This paper
mainly addresses the problem of rectangling the video
frames having irregular boundaries.

Obviously, the most direct solution to video rectangling
is to crop a rectangular part from the input video, but it will
lose a lot of information of video. Some other methods
use image and video completion or inpainting methods
to fill the gaps between irregular boundaries of frames
and the potential rectangles [10, 14, 17, 33]. However,
existing image and video completion methods are too brittle
for dealing with irregular videos in general, especially for
the fish-eye or stitching images videos with a large field
of vision, which are prone to disturbing artifacts after
completion (see Figure 1).

He et al. propose to use image warping for rectangling
panoramic images that have irregular boundaries [9]. Such
method can well fill the gaps along the irregular boundaries
by warping the whole image with content preservation,
which is able to generate more natural transitions than image
completion methods. This rectangling strategy has also been
adopted in processing stereoscopic panorama like the work
in [35, 37], which has less consideration on the temporal
consistency like feature correspondence and motion. In this
paper, we further extend this method to irregular videos by
rectangling the frames in spatially and temporally coherent
manner. More importantly, our approach can not only deal
with panoramic or stitching videos, but also irregular videos
from other video processing tasks like perspective editing of
fish-eye videos.

The main contribution of our work lies in a warping
based approach for rectangling irregular videos. Especially,
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Fig. 1 Samples of irregular videos. Top: shape-corrected editing of fish-eye video frame by [31]. Bottom: panorama video frame by [21]. The third column shows
the rectangling results by our approach. The fourth column shows the results by video completion method.

the motion-aware deformaton of underlying mesh grid
through frames is constrained and optimized in space and
time with line struture preservation. This can mitigate
the shape distortion in rectangling the irregular videos
significantly. The experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
and efficiency of our approach in dealing with a variety of
irregular videos generated in different applications.

2 Related work

In this section, we briefly review the most related works
to our method, which refers to the aspects of image
completion,video completion and warping.

(i) Image and video completion. Image completion
methods can be employed to fill the holes along the irregular
boundaries for rectangling. Generally, these methods are
broadly classified into three categories: statistical-based,
partial differential equation (PDE) based and exemplar-
based methods. Statistical-based methods are mostly
used in texture synthesis, where the statistical models
like histograms [11], wavelet coefficients [23], etc., are
employed to describe the color or structure of the images
and fill the holes. But these methods are only good at
filling the holes with naive textures. PDE-based methods
use a diffusion process to propagate the hole boundary
information to the interior regions. The diffusion process
is usually described by Laplacian equation [2], Poisson
equation [22] or Navier-Stokes equation [1], which are
not suitable for processing large holes in the images.
Exemplar-based methods borrow some compatible patches
from the input image itself, and fill the holes by aligning the
patches with appearance consistency between neighboring
patches [5, 6, 16]. Generally, exemplar-based methods are
more capable of generating high-quality completion results
than statistical-based and PDE-based methods, but might

incur semantic ambiguity especially for natural images.
It is observed that introducing some semantic cues

in exemplar-based image completion is very helpful for
obtaining plausible results. Such cues can be specified
by user interaction [20, 27] or explored from some large-
scale dataset like the Internet images [8, 28, 29, 39]. Then
exemplar patches are selected and aligned to obey the cues
such that the completed holes can well match the context of
the entire images.

The above image completion methods can be directly
applied in video completion by filling the holes in each
frame individually. However, there might be temporal
inconsistency between successive frames, especially for the
videos with dynamic scenes. To obtain good completion in
space and time, motion information needs to be considered
in filling the holes of different frames. Jia et al. [14] uses
motion tracking to impose the consistent fragments to fill the
regions at the same positions in neighboring frames, which
is able to generate visually smooth completion results.
Alternatively, motion field can also be used when selecting
the candidate patches to fill the holes [25, 33]. Although
these methods demonstrate good behavior in filling small
holes, there are still failure results for processing videos with
more complex scenes.

(ii) Image and video warping. Recent image warping
methods typically use geometric principles by deforming
an embedded mesh grid for the target shape, which are
then drive the change of the image content. To keep the
original video content, the warping is usually required to
be shape-preserving [13, 24], which have been widely used
in many applications like image resizing [15], perspective
editing [4, 7], etc.. The image warping can also be used
for rectangling images with irregular boundaries [9], which
provides the effect of image completion, and is extented to
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Fig. 2 Top: Per-frame quad mesh placement by the method of [9]. The red lines are the inserted seams, and green lines are mesh edges. Bottom: The consistent
quad mesh grid through four successive frames (the 7th∼10th frames).

process the steroscopic panorama [35, 37]. Actually, the 
method of [37] claims the first one to deal with rectangling 
steroscopic stitching images, while the method of [35] 
extends it to steoscopic panorama vidos. But these two 
methods focus on the disparity preservation, which lack 
explict constraints on the motion consistency as well as line 
structure correspondence between frames, i.e., preserving 
the original motion in the warping. This might still generate 
the distortion after warping frames. For video warping, the 
temporal consistency should be considered in warping each 
frame, which has been used in video stabilization [19], fish-
eye video correction [31] and video stitching [21].

In this paper, we extend the image rectangling method 
of [9] to process irregular videos based on the spatio-
temporal optimization of the frame warpings, which 
purports to ‘fill’ the holes between the irregular boundaries 
and rectangles in the video frames for the rectangling. 
Especially to ensure the spatio-temporal consistency, we 
propose the use of line structure preservation and motion 
preservation between adjacent frames for rectangling video 
frames. Here, the line preservation enables common line 
orientation by line matching between adjacent frames, while 
the motion preservation avoids the motion jitter in warping 
the original frames. These are the key ingredients of our 
method that differs from the single image rectangling.

3 Building spatially and temporally
consistent grids

Our warping based frames rectangling approach requires
a consistent mesh grid structure through all the frames,
i.e., placing a mesh grid in each frame that has the same
number of grid points and connectivity topology, such that
it can drive the frame warping with spatial and temporal
coherence. Here, we use the quad mesh to build the mesh

grid structure and drive the warping of frames.
Because the input video has irregular frame boundaries,

we have to construct a virtual domain fit to a rectangle,
in which the mesh vertices can be correctly placed and
used to embed the frame content. We adopt the mesh
placement scheme in [9] to set up the quad mesh in each
frame. Concretely, a set of extra seams are inserted into the
irregular frames to construct a virtual rectangular domain
(see Figure 2 top). Then, the method employs the local
warping technique to deform the rectangular domain, where
the quad mesh is deployed and warped back to the original
irregular frame. This procedure can guarantee a valid quad
mesh displacement in the irregular frame. For an input video
F = {It}Tt=1, we denote the quad mesh in the t-th frame
as Mt = {Vt, Et}, where Vt = {V ti,j} is the set of mesh
vertices and Et = {< V ti,j , V

t
i±1,j±1 >} is the set of mesh

edges in the t-th frame.
We assume the frames having fixed boundaries in the

temporal sequence in this paper. Then, the mesh edges Et
commit a common topology through the frames by their
connectivities, i.e., the corresponding vertices sharing the
same edge connections. However, the temporal difference
between adjacent frames possibly makes the corresponding
vertex positions suffering slight movements, i.e., V ti,j 6=
V t+1
i,j . To enable a consistent grid structure between

t=1

adjacent frames, we need to further rectify the vertex 
positions to build a unified g rid, which defines each of  its 
vertices to have the same position through the frames. Here, 
we use the average mesh vertices∑T 

of adjacent frames to 
construct the unified grid, i.e., V ti,j /T , where T is
the total number of video frames. Then, the corresponding
vertices have the same positions in the space.

Consequently, by carefully setting the grid size, we can
obtain a valid mesh deployed over all the frames (see
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Figure 2 bottom). In the following sections, we still use
{V ti,j} to denote the unified mesh vertices in every frame
It, by which the irregular boundaries are warped to the
rectangular shape.

4 Motion-aware content-preserving frame
rectangling

With the embedded grid, we next find the optimal image
warps that deform each frame to a rectangle as well as
preserving the content of the input video. We denote the
mesh vertices in the deformed frame as V̂t = {V̂ ti,j}, of
which their positions determine the image appearance and
distortion after rectangling irregular frames. In our setup,
the preferred content-preserving frames warping refers to
two aspects: i) deformation on the frame with less geometric
distortion; ii) keep the original video motion with less
shakiness after frames warping. Hence, we propose a novel
energy function to solve an optimal motion-aware content-
preserving frame warping for rectangling the irregular
boundaries. In the sequel, we elaborate the details of the
energy function terms and its optimization.

4.1 Energy function

The overall energy function of our approach contains
the following four terms to realise the desired frame
warping towards rectangling the boundaries in a spatially
and temporally consistent manner.

Shape preservation. To preserve the local content of
the original frame, we require the warping to induce as less
geometric distortion as possible after rectangling.

Here, we follow the idea of as-similar-as-possible
transformation, and define the shape preservation term as:
Ets(V̂t) =

∑
p∈Qi,j

‖V̂ ti,j − (V̂ ti,j+1 + up(V̂
t
i+1,j+1 − V̂ ti,j+1)

+vpR90(V̂
t
i+1,j+1 − V̂ ti,j+1))‖2

(1)
where up and vp are scales in the local coordinates system
of quad Qi,j enclosed by {V ti,j , V ti+1,j , V

t
i+1,j+1, V

t
i,j+1} in

the original frame, and R90 is a 2 × 2 anti-clock rotation
matrix, defined by R90 = [0,−1; 1, 0] (see Figure 3). The
derivation of Equation (1) can be found in [19], which
ensures a similarity transformation on the frame to have the
minimal geometric distortion.

Line preservation. As human visual system is much
sensitive to the lines structure, we also add the line
preservation term as in [9] to keep the orientation of the
lines after warping. But our approach differs with theirs
by considering the line correspondence between adjacent
frames, such that the corresponding lines of different frames
should be warped in a temporally consistent manner.

Fig. 3 Shape preserving by as-similar-as-possible transformation with the same
local coordinates.

Concretely, we first detect the corresponding lines across
multiple frames by using line matching techniques like [32]
(see Figure 4). We denote the lines as Lh = {lth}, where
h is the line index at the t-th frame. Each line of Lh
should have the same orientation after frame warping. The
line orientation range [−π2 ,

π
2 ) is quantized into M = 50

bins, and designate the lines to the corresponding bins to
obtain {θm}mM=1. Here, the corresponding lines between 
adjacent frames should share the common orientation angle 
in warping each frame individually, which is determined by 
the line matching as shown in Figure 4. This enables the 
lines to preserve their common orientation after the frame 
warping. Hence, the line preservation term is defined as

Etl (V̂ , {θm}) =
1

N t
L

∑
j

||Cj(θm(j))eq(j)||2 (2)

where N t
L is the total number of lines in the t-th frame, q(j) 

indicates the quad containing the line segment, eq(j) is the 
difference vector of the end points of the line segment, and 
Cj is the rotation matrix corresponding to the orientation 
angle θm(j).

Fig. 4 The lines structure and matching between two successive frames. The
corresponding lines are denoted by the same indices.
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Motion preservation. The process of warping frames 
inevitably causes motion jitter by changing the original 
inter-frame motion inconsistently. Hence, we have to 
introduce a motion preservation term that follows the 
original motion as much as possible, which is a major 
difference from the method of [9]. Here, we use 
the trajectories detected by the pyramidal Lucas-Kanade 
tracking methods like [3, 26] to collect the feature points 
and represent the motion based on the corresponding 
trajectories that starts at the t-th frame and ends at the t + s-

j }t+sk=t. Here, P kjth frame, denoted by Tj = {P k indicates the
feature point of the j-th trajectory in the k-th frame. Then, 
we want the inter-frame transformation of feature points 
to be rigid, such that motion structure can be preserved 
after frame warping. Hence, we have the following motion 
preservation term based on constraining the configuration of 
feature points:

Ekm(V̂ ) =
∑
j

||(P kj − P k−1j )− Rkt · (P̂ kj − P̂ k−1j )||2

=
∑
j

||(P kj − P k−1j )− Rkt · (Bkj (V̂ k)− Bk−1j (V̂ k−1))||2

(3)

where Bkj (·) is the bilinear interpolation operator to
represent each trajectory point enclosed by a quad with its
four vertices, and Rt is a rotation matrix that preserves the
relative positions of feature points. Intuitively, the motion
preservation term imposes a rigid motion structure when
warping the frames, such that the inter-frame motion can
follow the original motion to avoid the jitter.

Boundary constraints. The aim of frame warping is to
obtain a rectangular boundary for each frame. So we have
to add the boundary constraints on the transformed vertices,
which has the same form as in [9]. Let V̂ Bi = (xi, yi) be the
vertices along the boundary of the rectangular frame, then
we have
EB(V̂ ) =

∑
V̂i∈L

x2i+
∑
V̂i∈R

(xi−w)2+
∑
V̂i∈T

y2i+
∑
V̂i∈B

(yi−h)2

(4)
where {L,R, T,B} is the left, right, top and bottom
boundary of the target rectangle, and w and h are the width
and height of the rectangle.

With the above four terms, our frame rectangling energy
function is defined as

E(V̂ ) = ES + α · EL + β · EM + γ · EB (5)

where α, β and γ are the weighting factors to control the
trade-off among the terms. Typically, γ is set to be a large
value for obtaining the rectangular boundary shape. In the
experiments of this paper, we setα = 5, β = 10 and γ = 50.
Then, the warped frames are determined by changing the

vertices to the new positions and driving the deformation of
the corresponding quads, which makes the resultant videos
having rectangular boundaries.

4.2 Optimization

The energy function of Equation (5) has a non-linear
formulation with respect to its variants {V ti,j}, {θm(k)} and
{Rkt }. These variants should be solved in a unified manner
to obtain the optimal frame warpings, which are then used
to drive the deformation of grid positions for the rectangular
boundary.

Here, we resort to a two-step scheme with respect to
{V ti,j}, and {θm(k)} and {Rkt } separately, to optimize the
energy function. Concretely, we iteratively compute the
optimal solution of one variant by fixing the other variants
as follows:

1. Fixing the values of line orientation {θm(k)}, Equation
(5) becomes a quadratic function with respect to {V ti,j}.
Then, we compute its normal equation by setting the
gradient to be zero.

2. With the computed values of mesh vertices {V ti,j},
we update the line orientation by computing the
new {θm(k)} and rotation matrix R. The best line
orientation {θm(k)} can be computed by optimizing
Equation (2) with iterative Newton’s method. The best
rotation matrix R can be computed by singular value
decomposition (SVD) of Equation (3).

The above two steps can be iteratively performed until
the change of positions of mesh vertices below a prescribed
threshold. Finally, we obtain the new vertex positions which
change the frames to be with the rectangular shape.

5 Experiments

We have implemented our algorithm and tested it on
a variety of irregular videos that have the nearly fixed
boundaries through the frames sequence. The purpose of
these tests is to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm,
especially for the spatio-temporal consistency between
frames. The testing videos are produced by perspective
editing on the fish-eye videos [7], panoramic stitching of
videos captured by multiple unstructured cameras [21], etc.,
which usually have irregular boundary shapes that need to
be rectangled for display adaption (see the examples in
Figure 1, Figure 6 and Figure 7).

All the experiments were performed based on a machine
with an Intel Core i5-2400 3.1GHz CPU and 8G RAM.
Next, we show some results on rectangling irregular videos
and comparison with other methods. In our first two
examples, we adopt distortion-corrected fish-eye videos
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Fig. 5 Rectangling results by frame-by-frame rectangling (top) and our algorithm (bottom). Visual flicking occurs in the frame-by-frame rectangling results,
especially for the car enclosed by green ellipse.

as input, then compare the video completion method and
naive cropping method with our approach. In the second
two examples, the inputs are the panoramic videos that
are from stitching multiple videos. Both have irregular
boundaries that need to be rectified for the boundary shapeo
of the rectangle. We encourage the readers to watch
the accompanying demo video, which includes dynamic
exhibition of rectangling results by our algorithm and
comparison with other methods.

5.1 Rectangling results

The irregular boundaries of Figure 6 are generated in
editing the fish-eye videos for correcting the spherical
distortion, which are usually smooth within the irregular
frames. Our approach can well recover the regular rectangle
shape as well as preserving the structure, especially salient
lines, after rectangling the boundaries.

The irregular boundaries of Figure 7 are generated by
stitching regular videos captured by multiple cameras,
which usually consist of piecewise straight lines in the
panoramic videos. In this case, our approach can also
align the irregular boundaries to the rectangle without
distortion of the structure especially near the boundaries.
Our approach usually takes about 2.5 seconds to process one
frame, which involves 4 iterations to obtain good rectangling
results. Most of the computation time is consumed in
quad mesh placement and iterative optimization for solving
Equation (5).

The use of spatially and temporally optimized warping
achieves good temporal consistency in the transition of
adjacent frames, which avoids visual flicking if we simply
use the frame-by-frame rectangling based on the method
of [9] (see Figure 5). It can be seen that the frame-by-
frame rectangling results have obvious flicking, while our

algorithm enables temporally consistent rectangling results.

5.2 Comparison with other rectangling methods

To demonstrate the superiority of our approach, we also
compared our results with the ones obtained by some
other video rectangling methods like disparity-preserving
image rectangularization (DPR) [35], the classical video
completion method [33] and the naive cropping method.
Here for the DPR method, we ignore the disparity
constraint in the warping energy terms. Because DPR
has less constraints on the line structure as well as line
correspondence between frames, it might generate distortion
especially as shown in Figure 6. The video completion
method of [33] is also able to generate regular frames with
rectangle shape by filling the gaps. Typically, this kind
of methods attempt to find a set of patches or volumetric
blocks from the video itself to cover the gaps with spatial-
temporal coherence on color and structure. Therefore,
the rectangled video possibly suffers block repetition in
the gaps, especially for regions with salient structure (see
Figure 6(a) and 7(a)). The naive cropping is simple to
realise, and can avoid distortion in rectangling the irregular
boundaries. But it usually incurs over-cropping especially
for videos with very irregular boundaries, such that there
will be loss of visual information.

On the contrary, our approach directly deforms the
frames to the rectangular boundaries with both spatial and
temporal coherence that enables smooth transition between
successive frames. From the results of Figure 6 and 7, it can
be seen that the irregular boundaries are well rectangled with
as shape-preserving as possible appearance, which provides
appealing results after frames rectangling.

Evaluation. Actually, there is no standard to evaluate
the performance of different rectangling methods. All
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Fig. 6 Comparison of rectangling distortion-corrected fish-eye videos. From top to bottom: input frames of two examples; rectangling results by our approach,
DPR [35], video completion method [33] and naive cropping results.

the above rectangling methods can generate the videos 
with rectangular boundaries. For the more comprehensive 
evaluation on the rectangling results by different methods, 
we conducted a user study to evaluate the visual quality as 
used in [37]. We asked 37 participants to grade the 
rectangling results by different methods within the score 
range 0 ∼ 5. We collected 7 examples as the cases in the 
user study, which had the suitable watching time for the 
participants that did not cause visual fatigue. Here, four 
cases are from the examples in Figure 6 and Figure 7, and 
the other three cases are from the examples in the 
supplementary file. Especially, we asked two questions in 
the evalution: (1) visual comfort when watching the 
rectangling videos and (2) free of artifacts that affect 
the perception of the video content. Here, the visual 
comfort contains the subjective feeling on the consistency 
of adjacent frames, which is important for the video 
rectangling results. We recorded the average scores of 
different methods as shown in Table 1. It can be seen that

our method is able to generate the plausible results with 
better visual comfort and less artifacts.

5.3 Limitations and discussion

Although our approach enables useful effects, it is not 
without limitations. Our approach requires spatially and 
temporally consistent grids to drive the coherent frames 
warping. At present, we employ the simple average 
position of quad mesh for setting the grids. Although 
it is able to obtain the consistent mesh placement for 
videos with small motion between adjacent frames, it might 
fail in dealing with videos with large motion. In this 
case, we have to manually correct the position of quad 
mesh for the final consistent mesh placement. Besides, 
in the case of dynamic boundaries through the frames 
sequence, e.g., frames generated by using video stabilization 
methods, our approach may fail to place the expected 
grids, which possibly causes disturbing artifacts after frames 
rectangling. In this case, a potential solution is to borrow the 
cross parameterization technique from geometry processing
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Fig. 7 Comparison of rectangling panoramic videos. From top to bottom: input frames of two examples; rectangling results by our approach, DPR [35], video
completion method [33] and naive cropping results.

like [34], which implants extra vertices for consistent grid
topology in space and time.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a warping based approach to
transform the irregular video frames generated by geometry-
based imge and video processing into the ones with
rectangular boundaries. Our approach enables spatio-
temporal consistence in warping frames towards rectangular
boundaries due to the use of shape and motion preservation
terms. The experiments demonstrate the efficacy of our
approach for rectangling irregular videos.

As the future work, we plan to extend our approach
to deal with videos with time-varying boundaries, e.g.,
videos generated by applying video stabilization algorithms.
Besides, it is also promising to accelerate the computational

speed of quad mesh placement and iterative optimization
steps by using the parallel GPU programming technique.
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